James Madison University Wind Symphony
Video Performance Links

2019-2020

Michael Colgrass - “Urban Requiem” for Sax Quartet and WE October 23, 2019
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-KuShIY49U4](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-KuShIY49U4)
(Urban Requiem begins at 1:12:15 in the video)

Bright Sheng - “Shanghai Overture” October 23, 2019
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-KuShIY49U4](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-KuShIY49U4)
(Composer Bright Sheng comments begin at 1:52:30)
(Shanghai Overture begins at 1:54:05 in the video)

Gershwin/Hunsburger - “Catfish Row” (music of Porgy and Bess) October 3, 2019
Dr. Sonya Baker, soprano & Michael Richardson, baritone
(Catfish Row begins at 37:50 in the video)

2018-2019

John Mackey - “The Frozen Cathedral” October 3, 2018
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cO6QSFBlm5A](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cO6QSFBlm5A)

Adam Gorb - “Awayday” February 23, 2019
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gz5yDdjMFaA](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gz5yDdjMFaA)

Strauss, Richard/Hindsley - “Till Eulenspiegel’s Merry Pranks” February 23, 2019
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h3OeJCE9NEU](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h3OeJCE9NEU)

James M. Stephenson - Guest Composer in Residence April 1-3, 2019
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U20S_94xeiA](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U20S_94xeiA)
Wind Symphony - “Symphony No. 2” (1:18:15)
Symphonic Band - “there are no words” (26:25)

2017-2018

David Maslanka - “The Seeker” October 4, 2017
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qzAMlIfmeJk](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qzAMlIfmeJk)

Julie Giroux - “In My Father’s Eyes” February 24, 2018
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UrsalVIQIRM](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UrsalVIQIRM)

Paul Dooley - Guest Composer in Residence April 2-4, 2018
“Coast of Dreams” (John Nye, trumpet)
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1-XtVKNrzs](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1-XtVKNrzs)
2016-2017
David Maslanka - Guest Composer in Residence  
April 3-5, 2017
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xwi7eltb3zI
Maslanka’s Remarks: 22:45 & 1:12:10
Wind Symphony - “A Child’s Garden of Dreams” (1:18:20)
Symphonic Band - “Give Us This Day” (28:10)

2015-2016
Omar Thomas - Guest Composer in Residence  
April 4-6, 2016
“Of Our New Day Begun” with Omar Thomas as guest conductor
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h72pyC_5EyY